Create a Comic

We want you to create a comic based on one of our objects escaping back to the wild!

- Create a four panel comic that imagines one creature's journey from our museum collection to a natural habitat
- Use a combination of images and words
- You can work individually or in teams!
- You can use any materials or equipment you want!

See our example below of Percy the Parachuting Penguin escaping from our Museum and heading out to the Antarctic to meet other penguins! You can read all about Percy's story here: https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/blog/percy-the-parachuting-penguin
Create a Comic

I'm off to find the other penguins!

It's so cold up here!

Haven't used a parachute in a while...

Welcome home Percy!
Plan your Comic

Choose an artefact from the RAF Museum's collection. You could use an aircraft that is named after an animal, or one of our smaller artefacts. Look at our collections here: https://collections.rafmuseum.org.uk/

Once you've chosen your artefact, fill out the mind map below.
What is a good habitat for your creature? What would it include? How would it smell? How would the habitat feel?

How did the creature journey from the museum to this habitat? What did they pass? What did they see?

Panel one: Where is your creature?
Panel two: How does it leave the museum?
Panel three: Where does it go?
Panel four: Why does it go there?

Don't forget to add text - whether that is speech or thoughts!